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VoipNow Component

Type Details Support Zone Ticket ID JIRA Ticket ID

P-Preferred-Identity headers are now passed on SIP trunks, assuming that this is 
desired.

RCS-344062 VNP-49214

Initial caller of the Intercom no longer included in the Callee list. TKO-711680 VNP-48471

Improved UnifiedAPI code examples to automatically generate tokens. - VNP-48177

Refactoring to address performance issues when connect caller to the same 
agent is used in Queue.

IQB-396491 VNP-48981

Several improvements in documentation. - VNP-48632, VNP-49248,VNP-
49208,VNP-49090,VNP-49088

Phone language now permanently set to valid language. System default no 
longer an option.

GOE-605507 VNP-48960,VNP-49145

Added provisioning templates for Polycom 321 and 331 phones. - VNP-48993

Fixed portability routing rule to check altered number if target number was altered 
by previous rules.

WZD-955624 VNP-43037

Fixed several minor interface issues. - VNP-48838,VNP-48846, VNP-
48921,VNP-49242

Fixed default position in incoming call rules listed on multiple pages. - VNP-46366

Fixed  tag containing the transport string twice when sending INVITE with To
atypical TCP ports.

- VNP-48350

Fixed setting Record Route twice for public infrastructure. - VNP-48514

Fixed setting of pua_dialoginfo default_domain on public/private infrastructure 
with not-private network.

ROP-888757 VNP-48623

Fixed time interval matching when server default timezone is not UTC. RMN-161766 VNP-48630

Fixed channel register when PBX role is not on main node. - VNP-48673

Fixed defaulting several parameters when a PBX role is provisioned. RAU-640327 VNP-48721

Fixed  image rendering.broken graphics in Queue statistics VWX-785237,UHW-403505, FKR-
474600, CZN-163079,OON-361549

VNP-48723

Fixed charging in case Queue agent makes REFER blind transfer. CNE-850594 VNP-48737

Fixed default wizard accounts to be unremovable in Demo mode. - VNP-48741

Trimmed invite to avoid typos or extra spaces when IP with mask is added. - VNP-48752

Fixed ICR to apply ICRs when ICR owner answers. RBK-627268 VNP-48781

If set to answer, Voicemail now answers when ICR target has activated Voicemail. JZQ-476912 VNP-48783

Fixed  in ser_active_watchers table for extensions with force mwi set.expired KLR-387789 VNP-48819



Implemented prevention mechanisms to avoid closing sockets that may have 
data.

- VNP-48878

Fixed public phone number assignation with a large number of phones in the 
system.

IQB-396491 VNP-48888

Fixed possible j2re RPM dependency issues. LQR-553175 VNP-48892

Fixed calls locked in PBX on account of channel pokes getting lost. - VNP-48933

Fixed custom button image display. - VNP-48946

Fixed SystemAPI message returned as failure when AssignPublicNo actual result 
was successful.

RZG-540241 VNP-48952

Fixed Queue full transfer option. CQT-474400 VNP-48962

Fixed SystemAPI - SetupExtension method. CYY-428173 VNP-48983

Fixed allowing calls for extensions from disabled organizations. DDM-617878 VNP-48985

Corrected several errors when filtering calls listed with UnifiedAPI. - VNP-48987, VNP-48991

Fixed several validation-triggered problems in assigning extensions to provision 
.devices

FDR-321176, IMY-503803 VNP-48989,VNP-49268

Fixed external incoming calls with UnifiedAPI.listing FUD-665227 VNP-48995

Corrected CDR phone call views. FUD-665227 VNP-48997

Fixed error message returned for invalid count in UnifiedAPI Presence. - VNP-48999

 Call Pickup no longer answers outgoing external calls. MGC-271766 VNP-49006

Fixed error message returned for UnifiedAPI QueueAgents List. - VNP-49010

Fixed position change in IVR actions. DRF-978195, AOM-988111 VNP-49012

Fixed problem with CallerID filter removing UTF-8 characters. IAP-873541 VNP-49022

Timezone description is escaped before being exported in provisioning template. 
Prevents later import problems.

NJV-892818   VNP-49024

Fixed Voicemail problem when using different file formats. SNJ-800326 VNP-49029

Fixed Call History records sorting based on cost. FAQ-892782 VNP-49037

Fixed fields & labels order in ICR management page. - VNP-49045

Fixed undisclosed security issue. - VNP-49055

Fixed provisioning for devices using template files.XML TAG-156294 VNP-49063

Changed validation for Bind IP to no longer permit hostname. JVO-825025 VNP-49067

Fixed possible race when jumping to Fax extension while in an ICR to external 
destination.

RZW-220143, KPS-374520 VNP-49078

Added temporary index to extension_recording table to speed up conversion of 
recorded calls during upgrade from 2.x.

FTK-462983 VNP-49082

Fixed duplicate extension number handling when adding user followed by 
extensions.

FHB-311733 VNP-49084

Prevented setting up invalid MOH on channel for external incoming calls 
transferred through ICR.

PVO-41632 VNP-49086

Fixed UnifiedAPI error codes when authentication fails in UnifiedAPI. - VNP-49092

Added logs when Call Interactive request returns an invalid XML file. - VNP-49096

Fixed UnifiedAPI view from for external incoming calls. - VNP-49104



Fixed usage of free minutes in charging packages. IUW-841985 VNP-49112

Prevented possible SIPServer crash on NAT infrastructures when send_sock null. - VNP-49121

Fixed HubRing keys preventing extensions to place calls from one Service 
Provider to another, once their organization has been moved.

UME-740512 VNP-49132

Fixed several display issues with Chrome. - VNP-49134,VNP-49155

Fixed buffering problems on ereports xport. - VNP-49140

Maximum number of external calls no longer limited to UnifiedAPI external calls 
and ICR transferred calls.

FQD-848351 VNP-45610

Lowered r to 250MB.abbitmq low disk limit RBW-447070 VNP-49149

Fixed title in Edit IVR option page. HMP-504061 VNP-49181

Fixed internal issue with zrem command not using the group client.HubRing - VNP-49190

Improved reliability issues in HubRing dump script. - VNP-49192, VNP-49196

Disabled auto-complete for captcha. - VNP-49206

IP extension status no longer set to unreachable by default. - VNP-49210

Fixed SPA504G template to include short codes *96 and *98 to log in and out of 
Queue extensions.

SKB-515841 VNP-49212

Fixed several issues in extension listing from SystemAPI. YAU-346375 VNP-49224,VNP-49228

Fixed path for Voicemail greetings .recorded over the phone HJP-938732 VNP-49240

Added more validations for setVoicemail SystemAPI method with exitToOperator 
parameter.

- VNP-49246

Fixed possible PBX crash due to chain of ICRs on a queue. NVY-413847 VNP-49250

Fixed several issues when exit to operator on key press. - VNP-49258,VNP-49260,VNP-
49262

Fixed filtering call flows for service providers. BIU-367572, AFD-336364 VNP-49266

Fixed error codes for FAX service.UnifiedAPI - VNP-49278

Fixed calls remaining in SIPServer memory due to CANCEL and 200 OK 
crossing each other on the wire.

RWN-509418, TYZ-735615 VNP-49281

Fixed error when adding custom button to navigation panel. - VNP-49283

Fixed several issues on queue that caused PBX to leak file descriptors. TYZ-735615, VRF-860005 VNP-49302, VNP-49300,
VNP49222

Fixed bug causing queue calls to lock if the call last connected agent feature 
enabled and last agent busy.

- VNP-49287

Fixed provisioning path for Aastra phones. - VNP-48655

Fixed possible PBX crash when unparking a position number bigger than the 
number of parked users and there is at least one parked user.

AAE-115928 VNP-49310

Fixed call reports .csv export when organization name contains comma. All 
values are now included in brackets.

PGF-518984 VNP-49308

Fixed best cost routing not to consider incomming channels JTK-836425 VNP-49318

Automation Component

Type Details Support Zone Ticket ID JIRA Ticket ID

hecks related to limits imposed by Automation license.Removed c http://my.4psa.com/4psa/topics/automation_license_key VNP-49033

Fixed display of hange store MySQL password c panel. - VNA-15058

http://my.4psa.com/4psa/topics/automation_license_key


Fixed Automation scripts not being scheduled. - VNA-15086

Fixed small validation issue in Automation store configuration. - VNA-15088

Added public phone numbers on extension add-ons on cloud v3. - VNA-15092
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